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Abstract Lightpaths play multiple critical roles in cross-
layer fault management of IP over transparent optical net-
works. While the roles of lightpaths have been discussed
specifically in fault localization as well as fault recovery
phases, these existing works only take a sporadic, piecemeal
view of these roles by studying each of them individually as a
separate lightpath routing problem. In this paper, we instead
take an integrated, systematic view by considering these mul-
tiple roles jointly as one single lightpath routing problem. In
particular, we propose a new design model to fulfill the light-
path layout requirements in both identifying fiber link failures
for fault localization and ensuring IP topology connectivity
for fault recovery. With a much smaller formulation size,
our new model significantly outperforms the existing coun-
terpart in computational efficiency, scalability, and solution
quality.
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1 Introduction

Backbone transport networks are evolving into a two-layer
architecture of IP over all-optical transparent networks [1,
2]. In such a network, a point-to-point IP link between two
routers is laid out as an end-to-end wavelength connection
established between the associated optical nodes. The setup
and the teardown of a wavelength connection correspond to
the creation and the removal of an IP link, respectively. As
carrier networks rely on the IP layer to provide survivable
services [1,3–5], a wavelength connection takes the form of a
single, unprotected lightpath routed over the optical topology
[1]. Given the optical and the IP topologies, how each IP link
is routed in the form of a lightpath plays key roles in enabling
fault manageability, which is an essential concern in network
design and real-time operation.

Fault management is generally composed of three sub-
sequent steps: fault detection, fault localization, and fault
recovery [2,6]. Fault detection is typically enabled through
real-time monitoring techniques. Fault localization identifies
the exact failed links or finds the minimum set of likely failed
links based on the alarm state raised during the fault detec-
tion phase. In all-optical transparent networks, traffic data
traverse a lightpath without being electronically processed
at the intermediate nodes. While signal transparency offers
a cost-effective solution to high-bit-rate data transmission,
limited accessibility to digital processing makes the optical
performance monitoring a challenging issue to optical-layer
network design and operation [6]. To circumvent the diffi-
culty, tier-1 backbone providers employ IP-layer monitor-
ing techniques to detect and localize fiber link failures [7].
Specifically, the symptoms of IP link failures are fed into a
centralized localization engine to diagnose the root cause of
failures at the optical layer. The health of an IP link (i.e.,
an optical circuit) is checked continuously through signal
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probing of the corresponding lightpath [8–10], which takes
immediate advantage of the fact that receiver at the destina-
tion node of a lightpath can directly and accurately monitor
the accumulated transmission impairments along the entire
path. Previous works in [8,9] studied the problem of how
many and how lightpaths should be routed in an optimal
manner so that the detection of signal loss of several light-
paths can uniquely localize the failed fiber link or largely
shrink the set of possible failed links. The work in [10] stud-
ied a variant of the problem with given lightpath demands
(i.e., given the number of lightpaths to be routed as well as
the source and destination node of each lightpath).

During the fault recovery phase, affected traffic flows are
detoured to new paths that bypass the failed links. As a fiber
link can carry multiple lightpaths with the support of wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) technology, when an
IP topology is overlaid on top of an optical topology, the
seemingly independent IP links can be intimately related by
sharing the same fiber link. Consequently, even a single fiber
link failure can lead to the simultaneous failures of multi-
ple IP links and further partition the IP topology. When fault
recovery is deployed at the IP layer as carriers’ common prac-
tice mentioned above, the IP topology connectivity in fiber
link failures has to be guaranteed [11,12]. This fundamental
requirement was first studied in [13] as the survivable map-
ping problem: Given the IP and the optical topologies, how
each IP link should be mapped in the form of a lightpath
such that the IP topology remains connected in the event of
any single fiber link failure. Solution methods for survivable
mapping were proposed in [13–15].

While lightpaths play different roles at different steps of
the fault management process, all of the above works, how-
ever, take a piecemeal approach to study lightpath design
problems, which only target a single, specific fault manage-
ment purpose, i.e., either for fault localization or for fault
recovery. Motivated by the above fact of the existing works,
we, instead, take a systematic approach to route lightpaths
that are capable of fulfilling multiple roles through the entire
fault management process. Specifically, we propose a new
lightpath design problem of laying out lightpaths for a given
IP topology such that in any single fiber link failure, the
lightpath layout can accurately identify the failed fiber link
or deliver the smallest set of potentially failed links while
maintaining the IP topology connectivity. The joint prob-
lem of fault localization and survivable mapping is formu-
lated as a complete integer linear programming (ILP) model,
which provides a unified framework to look at the lighpath
routing problem in terms of the cross-layer fault manage-
ment requirements. Compared to a combined design in [17],
which uses span-protecting p-cycles to serve as monitoring-
cycles for self-fault detection and localization in single-layer
transparent networks, our design focuses on the integration
of lightpath-based survivable mapping and fault localization

in two-layer IP over transparent optical networks. With a
much smaller model size, our model improves the previous
one in [20] by significantly accelerating the integrated light-
path design and, subsequently, improving the quality of the
design solution. Moreover, we improve the flexibility of fault
localization formulation in [18,19] by allowing a set of fiber
links to share the same IP-layer failure symptoms. In doing
so, our ILP model is generally applicable to any topology
inputs with two-link connectivity. Note that recent work in
[21] discussed an integrated design problem similar to ours.
However, the formulation for the fault localization require-
ment follows the similar approach as in [20], over which we
propose improvement in this paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the new ILP model for integrated lightpath
routing. Section 3 provides numerical comparisons. Section 4
concludes the paper.

2 Mathematical formulation

We model the optical topology as an undirected graph Gl =
(Nl ,Ll), where Nl is the node set, and Ll is the link set.
The links are numbered from 1 to |Ll |. The IP topology
is modeled as Gu = (Nu,Lu) in the similar fashion. We
assume as in [13] that each optical node hosts no more than
one IP node from the IP topology. Thus, the number of nodes
in the IP topology should be no greater than that in the optical
topology, i.e., |Nu | ≤ |Nl |.

Each IP link r (r ∈ Lu) is laid out as a lightpath, which
is represented by binary row vector ar = {ari }1×|Ll |. Binary
element ari equals one if IP link r uses fiber link i and equals
zero otherwise. Thus, the complete lightpath layout informa-
tion can be captured by the interlayer link mapping matrix
A = {ar }|Lu |×1 = {ari }|Lu |×|Ll |, which is formed by the
collection of these vectors in ascending order of index r .
Matrix A is what we want to find through our design model.
For illustration purpose, an example of matrix A is given in
(1), which corresponds to the two-layer network topology
shown in Fig. 1. The second row in (1), for instance, denotes
the lightpath routing for IP link 2, which traverses fiber links
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Fig. 1 Net 0 (|Nl | = 5, |Ll | = 7, |Nu | = 4, |Lu | = 6)
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2 and 6. We assume that sufficient wavelengths are available
to ignore the wavelength continuity constraint and focus only
on the routing problem.

A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

1
2
3
4
5
6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(1)

We enumerate all cut-sets of the IP topology to for-
mulate survivable mapping [13]. A cut-set of IP topology
Gu = (Nu,Lu) is a set of links that straddle a bipartition
of node set Nu . Specifically, let two node subsets Su ⊂ Nu

(Su �= ∅) and Tu = Nu \ Su denote a bipartition of node
set Nu . Then, a link in cut-set has one end node in Su , and
the other end node in Tu . For illustration of a cut-set, con-
sider a bipartition of IP topology in Fig. 1 with Su = {A, B}
and Tu = {C, D}. The corresponding cut-set is IP link set
{2, 3, 4, 5}. Considering all possible combinations of node
set bipartitions, the total number of cut-sets in graph Gu is
2|Nu |−1 −1. We number these cut-sets from 1 to 2|Nu |−1 −1.

Our design model is described as follows:

Sets:

– Pr is the pre-calculated candidate lightpath set for IP
link r (r ∈ Lu). The lightpaths are numbered from 1 to
|Pr |.

Parameters:

– αr,p = {
α

r,p
i

}
1×|Ll | is a 1 × |Ll | binary row vector

denoting the p-th lightpath in set Pr (r ∈ Lu). Element
α

r,p
i equals one if lightpath p traverses fiber link i (i ∈

Ll ) and equals zero otherwise. Table 1 gives an example
of αr,p for Net 0 shown in Fig 1. In this example, we have
|Pr | = 2 for all IP links. Note that in general, lightpath
sets are not required to be of the same size.

– ck = {
ck,r

}
1×|Lu| is a 1×|Lu | binary row vector denot-

ing the k-th cut-set of IP topology Gu . Element ck,r equals
one if cut-set k contains IP link r (r ∈ Lu) and equals
zero otherwise.

Variables:

– xr,p is a binary variable which equals one if IP link r
(r ∈ Lu) is mapped to lightpath p in set Pr and equals
zero otherwise.

– gi is a binary variable which equals one if fiber link i
carries at least one lightpath and equals zero otherwise.

Table 1 Routing of candidate lightpaths for each IP link on Net 0

r p i

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0

4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

5 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

6 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

– hi,i ′ is a binary variable which equals one if fiber link i
and i ′ (i ′ > i) carry different sets of lightpaths and equals
zero otherwise.

Objective:

max ζ
∑|Ll |

i=1
gi + ξ

∑
i,i ′: 1≤i,i ′≤|Ll |, i<i ′

hi,i ′

−
∑|Ll |

i=1

∑|Lu |
r=1

∑|Pr |
p=1

xr,pα
r,p
i (2)

Subject to:
∑|Pr |

p=1
xr,p = 1, ∀ 1 ≤ r ≤ |Lu | (3)

∑|Lu|
r=1

∑|Pr |
p=1

xr,pα
r,p
i ≥ gi , ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ |Ll | (4)

∑|Lu|
r=1

∑|Pr |
p=1

xr,p (
α

r,p
i ⊕ α

r,p
i ′

) ≥ hi,i ′ ,

∀ 1 ≤ i, i ′ ≤ |Ll | , i < i ′ (5)
∑|Lu |

r=1
ck,r

∑|Pr |
p=1

xr,pα
r,p
i <

∑|Lu |
r=1

ck,r ,

∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2|Nu |−1 − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ |Ll | (6)

Our objective in (2) has three parts: 1) (primary objective)
maximizes the total number of fiber links carrying light-
paths or, more intuitively, maximizes the total number of
fiber link failures that can be detected; 2) (secondary objec-
tive) maximizes the total number of fiber link pairs carry-
ing different sets of lightpaths so that in a single fiber link
failure, the potential of unique fault localization is maxi-
mized, or more generally, the size of likely failed link set
is minimized; and 3) (tertiary objective) minimizes the total
number of wavelength channels used to route IP links. The
optimization priority is enabled by setting weight parameter
(ζ � ξ � 1) ∧ (ζ > ξ |Ll | (|Ll | − 1) /2), where the sec-
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ond part ensures the primary objective to be dominant. For
Net 0 and the lightpath sets in Table 1, the objective can be
instantiated as

max ζ (g1 + g2 + · · · + g7)

+ ξ
(
h1,1 + h1,2 + · · · + h1,7 + h2,3 + h2,4 + · · · + h2,7

+ h3,4 + h3,5 · · · + h3,7 + h4,5 + h4,6 + h4,7

+ h5,6 + h5,7 + h6,7
) − (

x1,1 + 2x1,2

+ 2x2,1 + 2x2,2 + 2x3,1 + 3x3,2 + x4,1 + 2x4,2

+ 2x5,1 + 2x5,2 + x6,1 + 2x6,2).
Constraint (3) maps each IP link to one lightpath. For an

instance of this constraint, consider Net 0 and the lightpath
sets in Table 1. The constraint for IP link 1 is given by

x1,1 + x1,2 = 1.

Constraint (4) together with the primary objective finds vari-
able gi . Specifically, the left side of the constraint computes
the number of lightpaths that traverses fiber link i . If no light-
paths use link i , variable gi equals zero. On the other hand, if
at least one lightpath uses link i , variable gi has the flexibil-
ity of being one or zero. However, to maximize the primary
objective, variable gi is bound to be one. An instance of this
constraint can be expressed as

x2,1 + x3,2 + x4,1 + x5,1 ≥ g3,

which is for fiber link 3 in Net 0 based on the lightpath
sets shown in Table 1. When gi is one, column i in matrix
A has at least one element equal to one. Matrix A in (1)
gives an example that all columns have at least one element
of being value one. In such case, each fiber link carries at
least one lightpath, which further means that all fiber link
failures can be detected. Similarly, constraint (5) together
with the secondary objective finds variable hi,i ′ . The follow-
ing inequality gives an instance of this constraint, which is
for fiber links 3 and 4 on Net 0 using the lightpath sets in
Table 1:

x1,2 + x2,1 + x3,2 + x4,1 + x4,2 + x5,1 + x5,2 ≥ h3,4.

When hi,i ′ is one, column i in matrix A has at least one ele-
ment whose value is different from that of the corresponding
element in column i ′. For the example matrix in (1), this
holds for any two columns. In such case, any two fiber links
carry different sets of lightpaths, which indicates that all sin-
gle fiber link failures can be uniquely localized. Note that the
binary logic XOR operation in (5) is implemented as a linear
operation:

α
r,p
i ⊕ α

r,p
i ′ = α

r,p
i

(
1 − α

r,p
i ′

) + (
1 − α

r,p
i

)
α

r,p
i ′ ,

∀1 ≤ p ≤ ∣∣Pr
∣∣ , 1 ≤ r ≤ |Lu|, 1 ≤ i, i ′ ≤ |Ll | , i �= i ′.

(7)

Constraint (6) ensures that links in one cut-set do not all map
onto the same fiber link to fulfill the survivable mapping
requirement. Note that this constraint must hold for all fiber
links under any cut-set. As an instance, we give constraints
under cut-set {2, 3, 4, 5} on Net 0. Using the lightpath sets
in Table 1, constraints for fiber links 1 to 7 can be written,
respectively, as

x2,1 + x3,2 < 4,

x2,2 + x3,1 < 4,

x2,1 + x3,2 + x4,1 + x5,1 < 4,

x4,2 + x5,2 < 4,

x3,2 + x5,1 < 4,

x2,2 + x4,2 < 4,

and

x3,1 + x5,2 < 4.

Our model uses a flexible objective of fault localization,
extended from identifying a single failed fiber link to identi-
fying a minimal set of likely failed fiber links. This is because
in practical networks, it may be impossible or too costly to
identify an exact failed fiber link from failure symptoms at
the IP layer. For example, to uniquely localize any single
fiber link failure, it is required that every degree-two optical
node in Nl (such as node M in Fig. 3) must have its cor-
responding IP node present in the IP topology. Otherwise,
as lightpaths traversing one fiber link incident to a degree-
two optical node also pass through the other link incident to
it, these two fiber links carry the same set of lightpaths (IP
links) and thus share the same IP-layer failure symptom. A
similar issue was discussed in fault detection and localiza-
tion with limited monitoring node locations [18]. Our model
allows identifying a set of likely failed fiber links, which
makes our model generic to any topology inputs satisfying
two-link connectivity. In other words, models for unique fault
localization, such as [17,18], are special cases of our general
model.

A feasible lightpath routing solution to our model deter-
mines the interlayer link mapping matrix A, whose element
ari can be obtained as

ari =
∑|Pr |

p=1
xr,pα

r,p
i , ∀ 1 ≤ r ≤ |Lu | , 1 ≤ i ≤ |Ll |.

(8)

With the lightpath sets in Table 1, a feasible routing solu-
tion to Net 0 can be written as x1,1 = 1, x1,2 = 0, x2,1 =
0, x2,2 = 1, x3,1 = 1, x3,2 = 0, x4,1 = 1, x4,2 = 0, x5,1 =
0, x5,2 = 1, x6,1 = 1, and x6,2 = 0. This solution yields the
matrix given in (1).
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Fig. 2 Net 1 (|Nl | = 10, |Ll | = 22, |Nu | = 6, |Lu | = 9)

3 Numerical results

Our model is evaluated in terms of its fault localization capa-
bility, model complexity and scalability, and resource usage
efficiency. The performance comparison between the inte-
grated lightpath design and the traditional survivable light-
path routing (i.e., survivable mapping in [13]) has been dis-
cussed in [20]. Our main finding is that compared with the
traditional survivable lightpath routing, the integrated light-
path design achieves accurate or near-accurate fault localiza-
tion at the cost of high computational complexity and longer
lightpath lengths. Hence, in this paper, we mainly focus on
the integrated lightpath design to compare the performance
between different modeling methods. Yet, results from the
model in [13] are still provided for comparison. Figs. 2 and
3 show the example networks we use for study, which are
taken from [12]. Considering the transparent reach limit of
an optical signal, we choose moderate-sized networks as the
underlying optical networks. For each IP link, up to 20 light-
paths are pre-computed by using the K-shortest path algo-
rithm with the cost of each fiber link set to 1.

Fault detection of fiber links is performed by continuously
monitoring the health of all IP links. If a fiber link does not
carry any IP link, its failure cannot be detected. For fiber
links that carry one or more IP links, upon detection of IP
link failures, an IP-layer alarm code can be generated as

w =
∑|Lu |

r=1
2r−1vr , (9)

where vr equals one if IP link r fails and equals zero oth-
erwise. The real-time generated alarm code w is compared
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Fig. 3 Net 2 (|Nl | = 13, |Ll | = 23, |Nu | = 8, |Lu | = 15)

with all fiber-link alarm codes, which are pre-defined in con-
trast. Alarm code for fiber link i (1 ≤ i ≤ |Ll |) is calculated
as

ui =
∑|Lu |

r=1
2r−1ari =

∑|Lu |
r=1

2r−1
∑|Pr |

p=1
xr,pα

r,p
i ,

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ |Ll | , (10)

where the second equality follows from (8). If a single match
is found, failed fiber link is uniquely identified. If no match
is found, an unknown failure occurs. If multiple matches are
found, failure is among the links with code match, but the
exact failed one cannot be further identified. Note that once
the lightpath design is made, alarm codes for all fiber links are
determined and fixed. For fiber links whose failures cannot
be detected, the corresponding fiber-link alarm codes equal
zero. Also, note that we introduce the notion of alarm codes
only for the purpose of representing IP-layer failure symp-
toms in an intuitive way. Such failure symptom information
is essentially grounded in and thus fully captured by the inter-
layer link mapping matrix A, where the i-th column gives the
set of IP link failures when fiber link i fails. In other words,
in practical implementation, the identification of failed fiber
links should be solely based on the interlayer link mapping
matrix without the need of introducing any alarm coding
mechanism.

Tables 2 and 3 show the fiber-link alarm codes obtained
from different design models for Net 1 and Net 2, respec-
tively. We observe that our model achieves unique localiza-
tion of all single fiber link failures for both instances. In
contrast, the model in [20] only delivers the same solution
quality on Net 1. For Net 2, failures on fiber links 12 and 20
cannot be distinguished. As expected, the model in [13] can-
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Table 2 Fiber-link alarm codes for Net 1

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

ui of model
in [13]

9 0 0 2 12 0 0 16 0 2 0 0 32 0 0 0 16 32 0 192 0 320

ui of model
in [20]

12 8 16 17 18 10 4 5 132 65 192 272 288 66 64 2 128 256 1 257 160 32

ui of our
model

16 12 8 24 3 10 48 1 33 257 256 17 4 258 260 2 128 68 160 320 64 32

Table 3 Fiber-link alarm codes for Net 2

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

ui of model in
[13]

1 24 34 0 36 272 0 0 264 512 0 192 1536 64 1024 0 2048 128 0 0 20480 0 24576

ui of model in
[20]

9 16 8 4 2 512 258 6 528 56 256 224 1984 128 1792 248 2048 96 4120 224 16384 4096 24576

ui of our model 1 24 2 36 32 16 544 4 8 256 512 192 1024 64 4352 5120 2048 128 9216 8192 24576 4096 16384

Table 4 Comparisons of model complexity and scalability

Net 1 Net 2

Model in [13] Model in [20] Our model Model in [13] Model in [20] Our model

No. of variables 180 11975 433 300 786749 576

No. of constraints 666 1244 919 2902 35739 3178

Run time 0.02 s to obtain
optimal
solution

Terminate after
5 days

22.15 min to
obtain optimal
solution

0.16 s to obtain
optimal
solution

Terminate after
14 days

2.38 s to obtain
optimal
solution

not identify or uniquely identify failures of a large number
of links.

Table 4 compares the complexity and scalability of our
model and the models in [13] and [20] in terms of num-
ber of variables, number of constraints, and computation
time. Optimization models are solved using CPLEX 11.0,
running on a computer with an Intel QuadCore processor
(3.00 GHz) and 8 GB RAM. We see that our new formula-
tion reduces the model size greatly for both design instances.
Specifically, our model contains much fewer variables and
constraints than that in [20]. The complexity of our model
is quite close to the model in [13] despite its extra capabil-
ity of fault localization. The explicit benefit follows is that
the branch-and-cut algorithm of the solver runs dramatically
faster for our model than that in [20]. In particular, on both
design instances, the branch-and-cut algorithm finds optimal
solutions to our model within reasonable time, that is, 22.15
minutes for Net 1 and 2.38 seconds for Net 2. In contrast, the
solver terminates at the preset run-time limit without finding
the optimal solutions or proving the solution optimality to
the model in [20]. The best solutions reported are recorded
instead, as shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 5 compares the total number of wavelength channels
used to lay out the IP topology. We observe that on Net 1,

Table 5 Total number of wavelength channels required for lightpath
routing

Model in [13] Model in [20] Our model

Net 1 14 35 35

Net 2 23 47 31

our model uses the same number of wavelength resources
as the model in [20], while on Net 2, the solution to our
model uses much fewer wavelengths than that in [20]. This
is because our model outperforms the model in [20] in terms
of scalability, and thus, the branch-and-cut algorithm finds
better solutions within the run-time limit as the network size
increases from Net 1 to Net 2. It is also interesting to find
that the solution to the model in [20] on Net 1 is actually an
optimal one. However, the branch-and-cut algorithm cannot
prove the optimality of the solution within the run-time limit
due to the much larger size of the model.

4 Conclusions

We proposed a new lightpath design model that incorporates
both fault localization and survivable mapping in IP over
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transparent optical networks. In particular, we formulated
the fault localization requirement by proposing a model with
a much smaller size. Numerical results show that our new
modeling method is far more efficient and scalable than the
existing one, resulting in a significantly accelerated lightpath
finding process, and more importantly, an improved solution
quality. Future work includes enhancing the integrated design
in the context of multiple fiber link failures.
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